Primary A

A-1

Note age restriction: Must be no older than 7
I
by June I of Festival year
(In Pri. A, if marked with an

that element will NOT be included in tests.)

I.

Keyboard Geography
A. Write the letter names o f the musical alphabet going up, starting with any
given letter. ( A B C D E F G A B . . . )
B. Write the letter names on white keys on a picture of a keyboard.

II.

Notation Concepts ( A L L )
A.
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, legato, slurred notes, tied notes

B. *Understand the numbering of lines and spaces on the grand staff
C. Name these notes on a grand staff: ( C,D,E,F,G in treble and bass)

D. Circle UP, D O W N , or S A M E for the direction of two notes.
E. Circle S T E P or S K I P in examples.
F. (*Complete a grand staff by adding brace, barline, treble clef, bass clef, and be
able to draw a double barline at the end.) Recognize a brace, barline, treble
or bass clef, or double barline in a matching question.
G. Write in finger numbers when given pictures of a L H and a RH.

III.

Rhythm / Meter Concepts
A-2
A. Time signatures: 4/4 3/4
Draw barlines or write in one missing note in given examples
B. Time Extensions: Tied notes (Be able to distinguish between ties and slurs.)

IV.

Chord Concepts
A. C Major Triad
Identify this triad on a staff by writing letter name ( C ).
Write the letter names of the notes of the chord: C E G

V.

Terms (and symbols) to know:
Accent - ( > ) a sign meaning to play that note or chord louder than the notes
around it
Barline - a vertical line drawn through the staff to divide the music into
measures
Brace - the bracket connecting two or more staves (staffs) of the musical score
Composer - a person who creates music and writes it down
Be able to name two composers whose works are in print (past/present)
Double bar - the double vertical lines that mark the end of the piece
Dynamics - signs that tell how loud or soft the notes should sound
Folk songs - songs that have been passed down for many generations before
being written down. We usually do not know who wrote the melody or the
words. Folk songs generally tell stories.
Harmony - two or more notes sounding at the same time
Interval - the distance (or difference in pitch) between two notes. Ex.: 2nds, 3rds
(steps, skips)
Legato - playing smoothly, connecting the sounds/notes
Measure - a group of beats (usually 2, 3, 4) that form a unit of musical time. A
measure is found between two barlines. Measures within a composition usually contain the same number of beats.
Melody - several notes (or tones) played or sung one after the other. They
make musical sense and also have rhythm.
Piano - this keyboard instrument could be played loud or soft by using
a lighter or stronger touch of the fmgers; hence its original name,
pianoforte (Italian - sofl/loud - piano/forte). It was invented by
Bartolomeo Cristofori shortly before 1709.
Repeat sign - { '\ - a sign meaning to repeat a section from the last repeat
sign or from the beginning if there is no other repeat sign.
Rhythm - the lasting time of musical sounds. The organized way the lengths of
notes and rests are written.
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Skip - the interval of a third ( S""**)
Sliir - a curved line over or under two or more notes, meaning play legat
Step - interval of a second ( 2"** )
Triad - a three-note chord; a note with its 3"* and 5*^ above (Ex.: C - E

